
TRUCK BUSES



DESCRIPTION

 The bus truck produced by BASHEVROKUB LLC is a specialized 
passenger vehicle intended for transportation of crews off the road. 
It adopts an isothermal van of frameless type installed on the KAMAZ 
5350-42, 6x6 chassis.
 Self-engineered van is assembled with monolithic lightweight 
and durable sandwich panels with thickness of 65 mm. The panels are 
manufactured by gluing and vacuum pressing methods  as a result the 
product has low thermal conductivity and losses.



DESCRIPTION

 Access to salon is provided through front and backside doors, which can 
be open at angle of 90°. 
A retractable ladder with a pneumatic drive controlled by lever switch 
from outside and inside of the van salon is located under the front door. 
Original design of door allows to maintain bus truck permeability while 
driving and to ensure the minimum height of the ladder stair whilst 
passenger pickup/drop-off.
A salon of van is furnished with 22 (also options 16 or 20) comfortable 
and soft seats with safety seatbelts and non-adjustable seat back.
Sealed double-glazed window with two temperate glass of 4 mm 
thickness provides necessary heat and sound insulation. 
Windows are equipped with a sun curtain.
The spare wheel is fixed on a van back outside holder and controlled by 
hydraulic system. 
In accordance with customer request salon of van can be equipped with 
the following comfortability: 
- autonomous air heating system
- self-ventilation system by roof emergency hatches
- air extraction system by turbofans installed on the van’s roof
- interphone system for communication between driver and passengers 
in van.





PANELS STRUCTURE

Overall dimensions  L/W/H, mm: 5650/2526/2088
Internal dimensions  L/W/H, mm: 5503/2380/1900
Subframe (adaptor between the van and chassis)  Steel 
Van mounting to chassis frame Fastener assembly
Floor: 
- outer coating
- internal reinforcement
- insulation
- internal reinforcement
- internal coating

Total thickness - 104 mm
2.0 mm fiberglass sheet
18 mm moisture resistant plywood (FSF)
60 mm polystyrene foam
21 mm moisture resistant plywood (FSF)
2.5 mm autolinoleum

Roof, front wall, back wall, side walls:
- outer coating, mm
- insulation, mm
- internal coating, mm 

Total thickness - 65 mm
2.5, fiberglass sheet with adhesive coating
60, polystyrene foam
2.5, fiberglass sheet with adhesive coating

Body trim Pultrusion profile
Windows One-chamber glass glued to the sandwich panels  
Seats Passenger seat  - 22 pieces

- 7 pcs with 3-point safety belt
- 15 pcs with 2-point safety belt.

Heating system Planar  4Д 4,0 кW — 2 pcs.
Equipment - interphone system; 

- emergency hatches — 2 pcs., can be opened in 3 positions; 
- a door with a lock in the open position;
- back side door with a blank window (emergency);
- sliding ladder;
- LED main lighting;
- LED step lighting with switch-on function when open the front door;
- LED clearance lamps;
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PANELS STRUCTURE



The main feature of the van is a frameless structure. As a result, 
it has lightweight and minimum heat losses due to absence of 
“cold bridges” between the outer and inner covering of panels.
Sandwich panels are reinforced with pultrusion profiles and 
filled with extruded polystyrene foam of the lowest thermal 
conductivity (k=1,19 W/(м2*K).
Vacuum gluing by two-component adhesive provides a 
strong connection between sandwich panel parts. It ensures a 
sufficient deep penetration of glue into the insulator increasing 
the tensile strength of panels.
Pultruded profiles with high physical and mechanical properties 
are used for the attachment of sandwich panels and van’s body 
binding. 

DESIGN FEATURES



ADVANTAGES

• light-weighted, structural strength;

• high indexes of heat saving efficiency and durability;

• the design of the van is optimized for work in outdoor 

conditions from - 45 C to + 40 C;

• absolute corrosion resistance;

• absence of residual deformations at impacts;

• non-water absorbing material

• high aesthetic quality of a front surface.



OPTIONAL EXTRA

- Quantity of seats up to 22  + 2 seats in the cabin
- Double-glazed window with sliding leaves
- Conditioning system
- 2-section heating system: main section runs off the separate 
autonomous heating unit of PLANAR brand and emergency 
section runs off the drive cooling system.
- Retractable ladder with wide steps
- 2 tool boxes on left and right in in the rear outer part of the 
van
- a roof shelf for cloths storage in the cabin of the van and 
luggage section
- curtain with fast folding/unfolding function
- rubber mudguards for the rear wheels
-Emergency hatches with glass cover
- Security camera in the salon with a monitor in the driver’s 
cabin
- a brand logo of the customer
- DVD system with 1 monitor
- Individual airflow and lightning for passengers
- Tinted windows
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